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The rules of functioning of Polish Sejm committees


1. Introduction
Committees constitute one of the most traditional forms of the organization of the parliament. The institution of parliamentary committees has been known in Poland since the 16th century. Originally their tasks included the writing down of the texts of laws, known as constitutions at that time. The long process of the evolution of the composition and powers of Sejm committees led, on the verge of the Second Republic (the years 1918—1921), to the development of their modern form. Sejm committees became organs of the Sejm established to examine and prepare matters on which the Chamber was working and to voice an opinion on matters referred to them by the Sejm or the Sejm Presidium. Presently, committees are also the Sejm organs exercising control over the performance of particular organs of the state, local government and other bodies and organizations as regards the implementation of Sejm laws and resolutions.

2. Types of committees
In keeping with the basic law, the “Sejm shall appoint standing committees and may also appoint special committees.” It has become a practice that standing committees reveal either a purposeful or problem or ministry-related character. The Standing Orders of the Sejm, as they read now, establish 25 standing committees.

3. Types of standing committees
In keeping with the established practice, standing committees reveal either a ministry-related (problem) or purposeful character. The scope of ministry-related committees’ operations corresponds to the competence of one of the superior or central organs of the state. This group includes these committees whose objective scope of operations corresponds more or less exactly to particular sections of the state administration (e.g. Administration and Internal Affairs Committee, Infrastructure Committee or Culture and Media Committee), but also those which reveal a problem character (e.g. Special Services Committee, State Control Committee, European Committee). Purposeful-character standing committees represent the other type. Their respective scope of operations is associated with those Sejm functions which are not related to the administrative structure. This group includes, for example, the Deputies’ Ethics Committee, the Rules and Deputies' Affairs Committee, the Constitutional Accountability Committee and the Legislative Committee.

4. Special committees
If the situation so requires, the Sejm may appoint (and dissolve) special committees. Reasons for appointing a special committee are usually related to the cross-sectional character of the matter to be undertaken or to the need for intense concentration of the Chamber’s effort on a definite task. In practice, such committees are appointed to examine or prepare a definite legislative initiative of particular significance to the public (e.g. a draft code). When appointing a special committee, the Sejm defines its aims, principles and procedures of operation. Such committees are provisional in nature and they function until they carry out their respective task. In the 5th Sejm (2005—2007) there functioned nine special committees, and in the present, 6th one, so far two such committees have been appointed.

5. Investigative committees
The investigative committee constitutes a traditional form of parliamentary control. It is appointed with the aim to establish the actual state of the matter that arouses the parliament’s interest. Under the Polish legal system, the investigative committee is the only organ of the Sejm allowed to use investigative instruments (questioning witnesses, demanding documents at the third person’s disposal) in order to obtain information. In view of their interim nature, investigative committees are treated as a subtype of special committees. In keeping with Article 111, paragraph 1, of the Constitution, “the Sejm may appoint an investigative committee to examine a particular matter.” The law of 21st January 1999 on the Sejm investigative committee establishes the procedure of investigative committees’ operation. This law makes an exception to the principle of the Sejm’s autonomy as regards its internal structure since all organs participating in the legislative procedure (the Sejm, the Senate, and the President) bear an influence on the shape of the law. The present, 6th Sejm has so far appointed two investigative committees.

6. Composition of Sejm committees
The Sejm determines the composition of the respective Sejm committees at the beginning of its term. At one of its first sittings, on the motion of the Sejm Presidium and after hearing an opinion of the Council of Seniors, the Sejm agrees on the composition of particular committees (changes in their composition are effected under the same procedure). In practice, the division of seats in Sejm committees is made on the basis of political parity. This means that in each Sejm committee all caucuses are represented in proportion to their number. Particular rules of procedure apply to the composition of the European Committee, the Deputies’ Ethics Committee and the Special Services Committee. A Deputy may be a member of no more than two standing committees, at the same time he/she should belong to at least one.  Deputies fulfilling the function of a minister or secretary of state are the only exception as they may not sit on any committee. In practice, it is the leadership of one’s parent caucus who decide on the composition of a specific committee.

7. Organization of the committee’s work
The first sitting of a committee is summoned and presided over by the Marshal of the Sejm; at such sitting, the committee elect from amongst its members a presidium composed of a chairperson and his deputy. The presidium are in charge of the committee’s work, establishing, among other things, the dates and agenda of particular sittings of the committee, and oversee preparations for such sittings, ensuring that committee members receive properly prepared materials in time. At the committee presidium request ministers and heads of the supreme organs of the state administration, and also heads of other state offices and institutions are obliged to submit reports and provide information, and take part in those committee sittings which examine matters concerning their scope of operation. The committee presidium adopts resolutions by majority vote. In case of an equal number of votes, the vote of the committee chairman is decisive. The committee chairman, and in case of his absence one of his deputies, presides over the committee debate. Presiding over the debate includes the duty to take charge of its course. The chairman of a committee may reproach a Deputy who, speaking during a sitting, has gone beyond the subject of the committee debate, and even request him/her to conclude his/her speech if calling him/her twice to keep to the point under discussion proved ineffective. The chairman may also eliminate the Deputy from the committee sitting if he/she notoriously makes the conduct of the debate impossible (the Deputy concerned may appeal from the decision of the chairman of the committee to the committee presidium which shall ultimately settle the case).

8. The competence of the standing committees
The most important tasks of the standing committees include:
	considering bills and draft resolutions,
	considering Senate resolutions to amend a given bill passed by the Sejm or to reject it, and also the President’s motions that a given bill should be reconsidered by the Sejm,
	considering and giving an opinion on the guidelines for bills and draft resolutions,
	considering reports and information from ministers and heads of the supreme organs of the state administration,
	analysing the performance of particular sections of the state administration and economy,
	considering matters related to the implementation of the laws and resolutions passed by the Sejm, and also to the realization of Sejm demands,

giving an opinion on motions tabled by the Sejm Presidium, concerning the election, appointment or dismissal by the Sejm of particular persons to or from definite government posts.

ANNEX— 6th Sejm committees (as of 4th April 2008)
a) Standing committees:
	1. Administration and Internal Affairs 
	2. State Control 
	3. Special Services 
	4. European 
	5. Education, Science and Youth 
	6. Deputies’ Ethics 
	7. Public Finances 
	8. Economic
 		9. Infrastructure
		10. Physical Education and Sport
		11. Culture and Media
	12. Liaison with Poles Abroad
	13. National and Ethnic Minorities
	14. National Defence
	15. Environmental Protection, Natural Resources and Forestry
	16. Constitutional Accountability
	17. Social Policy and Family Affairs
	18. Rules and Deputies' Affairs
	19. Agriculture and Rural Development
	20. Local Government and Regional Policy
	21. State Treasury
	22. Foreign Affairs
	23. Justice and Human Rights
24. Legislative
		25. Health

b) Special committees:
	Special Committee on Revision of Codes of Law
	“Friendly State” Special Committee to cut down on bureaucracy


c) Investigative committees:
	Investigative Committee to investigate the circumstances of the tragic death of the former Sejm Deputy Barbara Blida
	Investigative Committee to examine the case of the charge of exerting unlawful influence by members of the Council of Ministers, by the Chief of the Police, by the head of the Central Anticorruption Bureau and by the head of the Internal Security Agency on police officers, on functionaries of the Central Anticorruption Bureau, on prosecutors and on administration of justice officials in order to force them to exceed their authority or to make them fail to comply with their duties in connection with penal proceedings and operational and investigative measures taken with regard to cases involving or against members of the Council of Ministers, against Sejm Deputies and against journalists and reporters in the period between 31st October 2005 and 16th November 2007.



